






















































DRILLING AND PRODUCING OFFSHORE

The original tension-leg platform prototype that was tested successfully
during a five-month period in 1975 off the California coast had a triangular
deck, three-leg design. It was anchored by cables in 200 ft of water. Later
designs included a square hull, four-leg, one-template type and a hexagonal,
six-leg, six-template type that would incorporate the through-the-leg drilling
principle (Fig. 1-9).

The first full-scale tension-leg platform to be built and installed will be
located in the Hutton field in the North Sea and will have a rectangular hull,
six legs, and one template. Detailed design and fabrication of the $1.3-billion
project began in 1981 with simultaneous installation of a 32-slot sea-bed
template in 485 ft of water. The original eight-leg design for this platform
was modified to facilitate barge-assisted mating of the hull and deck as-
semblies. Another modification was an increase in the number of lOVfc-in.
mooring tubulars from 12 to 16, four in each corner leg. This modification
was prompted by the anticipated increase in probable deck load.

The hull and deck will be fabricated separately on land, launched, and
then mated just offshore. After mating, the now-integrated, single-piece unit
will be towed to the well site.

The 243 x 260 ft deck is only 37 ft high, making its center of gravity
very low and enhancing the platform's stability. Unlike template platforms
where the deck is merely a support frame for facilities and equipment, the
TLP deck is an integral part of the structure, in effect holding the hull together.

Overall platform stability of the TLP, when compared with the template
and guyed-tower types, showed that vertical movement was virtually negli-
gible, thus comparing favorably. Under normal sea conditions, surge, sway,
and yaw will be small; but under extreme 100-year storm conditions, lateral
displacement could reach 75 ft, although up to 50 ft of horizontal movement
is not debilitating.

The first tension-leg platform is expected to be the forerunner in the
growing utilization of new nonconventional deep-water platform designs. Al-
though no present plans are envisioned for TLPs in the Gulf of Mexico, a $6
million study is underway for a TLP in the 1,000-ft waters offshore California.
By late 1983, the eyes of the offshore industry will be sharply focused on
the new Hutton field TLP. Whether it performs in a productive, economical,
and safe manner will no doubt significantly influence the future development
and construction of tension-leg platforms.
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